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ABSTRACT 

Spectroscopy of the luminous star 7) Carinae has been performed in the 

atmospheric windows between 1.0 and 2.3 um. The spectral resolut-on employed, 

up to about 1200, is the highest yet used at these wavelengths on this object. 

We have recorded more than 80 emission lines, and offer identifications for 90% 

of them, mostly with species also seen at optical wavelengths. In comparison 

with othor wavebands, the emission lines are little affected by either 

,ircumstellar reddening or optical depth effects. We find evidence that the 

central star is hotter than 40,000 K. we are also able to derive abundances 

for some species. We find TJ car to be clearly overabundant in helium, but 

probably underabundant in iron in the gaseous state. 

Our table of identifications of the émission lines will serve a» a 

finding list in subsequent analysis of the IR spectra of emission-line systems. 

Subject Headings: Starsr Emission-Line — Starsi Individual — Infrared! Spectra 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The true nature of the peculiar star TJ Car remains a puzzle despite 

comprehensive investigations covering all wavelengths from X-ray to radio. 

The extensive literature on i) Car was reviewed in several worts \ few years 

ago (e.g. Walborn et al. 1978j Hyland et al. 1979). More recently, the 

consensus view on the morphology and nature of the source as it is currently 

understood has been outlined by Davidson, Walbom and Gull (1982), who produced 

new evidence regarding the highly evolved state of the core. Mitchell et al. 

(1983) have discussed the IR morphology of the core region of 17 Car, and 

attempted to fit their ideas into an evolutionary picture. 

The most relevant detail in the present picture of 7) Car is a proposed 

bipolar structure, inferred primarily from the polarimetry of Warren-Smith et 

al. (1979), and broadly consistent with the IR continuum maps discussed by 

Mitchell et al. (1903; see also the IR speckle interferometry of Chelli, 

Porrier and Bitaud 1902). The central nebula, the Hoswnculuo, is quite 

elongated, and it io suggested that this elongation is produced by bipolar 

outflow along a NW-SE axia (a3 projected on the oky). There is no indication 

that i) car is a binary or multiple system (Meaburn et al. 1983) unless the 

innermost detail io smeared by the significant scattering optical depth through 

the Homunculus. It should also be borne in mind that the Komunculus does not 

have an unambiguous bipolar form. 
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The current view hag therefore been drawn from op' ical and IR 

morphological studleu, together with optical spectra, in particular thooe of 

condensations lying outside the Homunculus nebula. The interpretation of 

optical nuclear spectra has been hampered by the problems of interstellar and 

circumstellar extinction by dust in the vicinity of the central Bource. IR 

spectra should suffer much less from these problems, but to the present no 

detailed IR spectra of t\ Car have been published. What little is known is 

drawn from the initial paper of Westphal and Neugebauer (1969) where Bry 

emissipn was described, the subsequent work of Aitken et al. (1977), and the 

recent 1-5 pm spectroscopy presented by Whitelock et al. (1983). All of these 

observations suffer from a lack of resolution, so necessary in deaxfng with the 

rich emission-line spectrum of T) Car. 

To remedy this deficiency, we have undertaken an observational program 

to provide high-quality, high-resolution data in the 1.0-2.3 ßm region. The 

resulting spectra are presented in this paper, and are analysed from two points 

of view: 

(a) an investigation of evidence on the sttucture and nature of the source, 

proviüed primarily by the hydrogen, helium and iron lines; 

(b) a list of wavelengths, line strengths and plausible identifications 

which will be valuable in aiding subsequent analysis of similar objects, whilst 

at the same time advancing the interpretation of the Ke IÎ spectrum. 

Throughout thio paper we have adopted a distance to TJ car of 2 5 kpc, The 

association of 7} Car with the neighboring clusters and H II region is now 

beyond dispute (Walborn and tiller 1977» Allen 1979), and the most recent 

determinations of the distance to the clusters (e.g. The', Bakker and Antalova 

1900) have converged on thin figure. 
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IX. THE OBSERVATIONS 

The spectra were taken with the MSO cooled grating spectrometer (Jones 

** a l- 1982) on the MSO 1.9 m telescope. Data were obtained in 1981 Dec and 

1982 May under photometric conditions. An exit aperture in the spectrometer 

corresponding to a resolving power "700 in the K band (2.0-2.4 tfm) and "600 in 

the J (1.0-1.4) and H (1.5-1.8) bands was employed. An entrance aperture of 13 

arcsec was used, and since TJ Car is an extended source in the beam, the 

effective resolution is slightly less than these values. 

Spectra taken in the J, H and K bands centered on the optical Honunculus 

nebula are illustrated in Pigs. 1-3. Each spectrum is the sum of several scans 

of the grating, and error bars were computed by intercomparison of the 

individual scans. In the J and H bands the errors are no larger than the 

thickness of the line except near the extreme ends of each spectral range and 

between 1.10 and 1.15 ßm where the transmission of the Earth's atmosphere is 

poor. In the K band the errors are roughly twice the line thickness. 

A K-band spectrum (not illustrated) taken through a 6-arcsec aperture 

centered 6 arcsec SE ot he nucleus (and hence near one extremity of the 

Homunculus) is very similar to Pig, 3 except that X2.058 of He I lacks the P 

Cygni profile seen in Pic. 3, and di8ßu«fl»d below, 

Spectrophotometry was obtained by dividing the observed spectra by 

9pectra tai.en in the same fashion of the nearby G supergiant HR 4100, and then 

removing the G-type continuum using the model atmospheres of Kurucz (1979). 

A email correction was made for Bry absorption in the 0 star. Great care was 

taken to ensure correct cancellation of the telluric features, especially the 

co absorption near 2.06 Mm. The spectra were placed on an absolute level 



using measured JHX magnitudes of the G star and tho ahoolute calibration given 

by Hayes (1S79). 

Because at this resolution some strong lines were clearly blended, we 

made additional observations of them (not illustrated) at approximately twice 

the resolution, using entrance and exit apertures one half the diameter. The 

entire Homunculus was not included in the aperture, which was centered on the 

bright core. Thus meaningful line intensities could not be derived. Instead, 

we used the higher-resolution data to derive relative contributions of blended 

lines, assuming those ratios to be constant across the entire nebula. 

Ill. THE CONTINUUM 

Our data are of sufficient resolution to define the continuum very 

cleanly. The composite nature of the continuum in 77 car is clearly apparent in 

Figs. 1-3. The continuum falls slightly through the J band, but rises 

gradually through the H and K bands. Because of the numerous parameters and ad 

hoc geometries that must enter any model of the continuum radiation of 7j Car, 

it is not feasible even with these new data to improve on existing models, e.g. 

that of Mitchell et al. (1983). 

Th» continuun 11*» about 10% hole» tnàt «f vMttice* ïLAL (IwJ)i 

suggesting that the brightening of 77 Car up to 1981 has now reversed. 

With our data we cannot estimate the size of the BracJcett disc .tinuity 

at 1,459 AW because this wavelength lies between the J and H bands. An 

extrapolation of the continuum between these two band.i suggests little or no 

discontinuity. However, the J and H observât.ons were not coeval. 
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IV. LINE IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES 

Very few emission-line objects have received much attention at IR 

wavelengths, and without question TJ car has the greatest number of emission 

lines of any studied to date. It was not therefore possible to use line 

identifications from previous authors. Indeed, there is a need for a 

compilation of likely strong emission lines in the 1-4 un region in readinees 

for the data that present and future IR spectrometers will generate. This need 

is by no means satisfied for celestial sources by Outred's (1978) list of 

permitted transitions in neutral ions. Our analysis of Tf Car's spec trust 

provides a catalogue of typical low-excitation lines, including many forbidden 

transitions. Inevitably, being the first of its kind, it will be subject to 

modifications a3 better data or improved atomic parameters become available, or 

as new interpretations are made. 

Our basic source for identifications was the compilation of Crotrian 

.diagrams and energy levels by Banhkin and Stoner (1975, 1978, 1901). For 

elements not covered by these volumes the search was less complete, and relied 

on energy levels given by Moore (1971). For Fe II we used Johansson's (1978) 
* energy levels. We did not consider elements beyond the iron group. 

* UstT3 of Johansson's (1978) valuable tabulation of energy levels for 

Pe II are warned that a typographical error exio.s for a P . The correct 

value apparently should be 2430.097 cm 

In order to limit the candidate identifications, we restricted our search 

to species with ionization potentials <40 eV. Recognising also that the 
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excitation is generally low in fj Car, we also sought primarily forbidden lines 

cloue to the ground ututo and caocadeu from recombinations] into neutral or 

singly-ionized atoms. Table 1 gives our complete line list including the 

observed intensities and the best identifications we have been able to propose. 

Blended with the intense lines we expect numerous weak featurest we have 

listed only those likely to contribute more than a few percent to the blend. 

An exception to this is the omission of the large number of He I lines that 

underlie the Brackett series of H. When it can be determined, the strongest 

contributor to a blend is listed first. 

Inevitably there are some unidentified features. Additionally, some 

identifications are doubtful because the ca-didate is not expected to be so 

strong a line, or because the wavelength disagrees slightly? these cases are 

distinguished in the table by question marks 

No previous data on 7J Car at comparable resolution have been published, 

except for the region to 1.13 lim in Thackeray (1969). At first sight it is 

remarkable that Thackeray did not list the very strong Pe II line Xl.113. It 

appears, in fact, that his wavelengths are incorrect in this region. Possibly 

a typographical error entered into the wavelengths of the last two lines in his 

table, such that they should have read 1.11273 and 1.11315 pm. If so, then 

Xl.113 is actually a blend of two lines, one of which is unidentified. In this 

case, however, Thackeray's tentative identification of the latter with [S I] is 

surprising. All other weak lines in Thackeray's list are blended in our data 

with the He I or Pay lines. 
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V. HYDROGEN LINES 

The intensities of two paschen and several Brackett lines are given in 

Table 1. Corrections must be made to these lines for contributions fron Re I. 

The contributions are not very well known (see section VI); they amount to only 

a few percent for Paschen lines, but probably as much as 20% at Bry. For 

cJarity the He I contaminants are omitted from the Brackett lines listed in 

Table l. our measured flux in Bry is about a factor of two larger than that of 

Westphal and Neugebauer (1969), and «lightly lower than that of Whitelock et 

al. (1983). Variability may occur, but a further factor is the difficulty of 

defining a continuum in the existing low-dispersion data. In subsequent 

analysis we correct the Bry line for an assumed 20% contribution from He. 

a) Reddening 

In theory we can use the line intensities to derive the reddening to 1} 

Car. In practice we are reluctant to do so since the baseline is only 0.2 A^, 

and the following sources of error w:.ll contribute to the estimate> 

(i) the electron temperature influences the line ratios and can be only 

gueuued; 

(ii) the observations of Brackett and Paachen lines were made on different 

occasions, and variability may occ-.ir; 

(iii) the reddening law may be abnormal; 

(iv) the correcton for blends may be incomplete. 

The reddening to i) car has betn derived by Pagel (1969) and Viotti (1969) 

from Pe II and [Fe II] lines. Both authors found E * 1 2 (Ay "3.7), and 
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that is the value we shall assume throughout this work. Various alternative 

values have been given by other authors, including A - 4,1 from Br? - \\$ 

(Aitken et al. 1977), Ay - 1.6 from the 2200 A absorption (Pottasch, Wesselius 

and van Duinen 1976), and A^ - 1.2 from Br? - Paj8 (Vhitelock et al. 1983). For 

the 1-2.5 Mm region we convert the Pagel/Viotti value to A,. « 0.26 and adopt an 
-2 .0 IR reddening law of the form A • X . W e apply this reddening correction t 

the observed line intensities in Table 1. Our H line observations actually 

suggest A_ = 0.23 (A * 3.2). 

b) Ionization of Hydrogen 

we may use the computed Brackett line intensities of Ciles (1977) to 

deduce the flux in Mß and in the Lyman continuum, though the derived values 

will be very uncertain. Adopting an electron temperature of 10* K we derive a 

radiated H/? flux of 3.6x10 erg s Thi9 necessarily assumes isotropic 
49 

radiation in the line. The corresponding Lyman continuum flux is >7xlo 

photon s" , the inequality being forced in case the Homunculus is density 

bounded, and to take account of radiation trapped by dust. This value is much 
47 larger than the figure of 5x10 derived from the radio flux by Retallack 

(1903), indicating that the radio emipaion ariseo in an optically thick nebula. 

These figu/es are in reanonable agreement with estimates made from 

earlier optical measurements (Aller and Dunham 1966; Rodgers and Searle 1967, 

with revined reddening applied by Davidson 1971). This fact confirms the 

reddening wo have u»«d. However, if variability «nd/er optical depth effect« 

in the Balmer linea ocsur (the lattsr is claimed by Pottaoc'.i et al. 1976), then 

the compari3on will not b<> valid. Because the effects of both reddening and 
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optical depth are reduced at Br>, our values ohould be more reliable than those 

derived at optical wavelengths. 

If we take the Homunculus to b3 a sphere of apparent radius 6 arcsec we 

may compute from the V0 flux the nns electron density. We find <Ne> - 10 

cm , indicating the mass to be 3 M , in splendid agreemant with that inferred 

from the dust ma33 by Hyland et al. (1979). 

The Lyman continuum we derive corresponds to that from the most luminous 

0 stars. It has been argued by several authors, notably by Davidson (1971), 

that Tj Car is much cooler and lar^r than any o star. Recent evidence, 

including the ultraviolet data of Viotti et al. (1981) and some presented in 

section VI, indicates that this is not the case. The luminosity of 7} Car does 
6 not rauch «'x̂ ê d that of the most extreme 03 3tar known (a few 10 L ; Conti o 

and Burnichon 1975; walborn 1982). If a surface temperature >50,000 K is not 

precluded, then it is conceivable that a conventional, luminous 0 star lies 

concealed within the Homunculus. 

VI. KTLIUM LINES 

Only four He lines can be measured reliably; others are Confused by 

blend3. Table 2 lista their measured intensities dereddened as described 

above. For comparison, the predicted intensities relative to >.447l are given, 

computed from Robbins and Robinson (1371) and Broeklehurtt (1972), together 

with transition probabilities from Wiese, Smith and Glennon (1966). 
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a ̂  Ionization Zones 

We consider first the 2.058 Jim line, for which the largest discrepancy is 

seen in Table 2. Its prominence in rt car (noted also by Whitelock et al. 1983) 

and other emission nebulae is due to the H II region having significant optical 

thickness in the X584.3 (1 S-l P) transition of He. 

The rather sharper blue slope to X.2.058, and the tendency for the data 

to fall below the extrapolated continuum to its blue, especially in our high-

resolution data, strongly augjeat that a P Cygni profile exists, we do not 

believe that this io caused by the overlying telluric absorption which, as 

described in 9ecti_>n II, was removed by parallel observations of a standard 

star. Strong P Cygni profiles to the X2.058 line have also been seen in 

late WN stars (Hillier 1983; Hillier, Jones ai.d Hyland 1983), where they are 

attributed to overpopulation of the tnetastable 2 S level due to dilution of 

the UV radiation field. Given the lower electron densities observed in 7J Car, 

together with the more extended nature of the emitting region, we would expect 

a similar condition to pertain in the Homunculus, where outflow is also taking 

place. 

This io th« only example of a P Cygni profil« in our data, though th«y 

are common at optical wavelengths. We derive an outflow velocity of * 500 

km o" , not significantly different than the value of 450 km s typical of 

optical line3 (Thackeray 1953). At lower signal/noise, the profile of X2.058 

6 arcoec 3E of the centre appears more symmetrical and lacks a clear P Cygni 

absorption. 

Because of the P Cygni profile, we are probably underestimating the 
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intensity of the emission component. A further cause of underestimation may 

pooaibly be a high optical depth in the line. 

As discussed by Treffers et al. (1976) and Wynn-Williaas et al. (1978), 

the maximum intensity of X2.058 relative to Bry is, for normal abundances, 0.7. 

This comes about if X584.3 is optically thick and the He «one is coextensive 

with H . m ij Car X2.058 is about fpur fifths of this maximum intensity. 

We see a similar He I/Bry ratio in the spectrum taken 6 arcsec SE of the 

centre, near one end of the Homunculus, where the intensity of all lines is 

about 5% that in a 6-arcsec aperture centered on the core. Prom these data we 

infer that the He I emission extends throughout the H II region. Only in this 

way can '-e explain the intensity of He I both in the nucleus and 6 arcsec from 

it. The P Cyg profile is also more readily understood if the He I zone is very 

extensive. 

This is a profound result, for it implies that that ionizing source 

has a high temperature. As discussed by Osterbrock (1974), below about 40,000 

K the He Strömgren sphere is very much smaller than the H sphere. 

If the Homunculus were density-bounded, then the H and He ionizaton zone9 

could be coextensive under a cooler radiation field. We may apply a further 

constraint which provides a lower limit to the temperature of *he central star. 
49 -1 

we require the absorbed Lyman continuum flux to be >7xl0 photon« a . In 

order that a low-temperature source attain this figure, its total luminosity 

muot be very high. In Fig. 4 we plot a luminosity-temperature diagram for the 

central star. The curves on this diagram represent lower-bound constraints on 

luminosity such that the Lyman continuum flux matches the observations and the 

He ionization zone is coextensive with H. The broken lines indicate the effect 

of relaxing the second condition, which our data suggeut should not be done. 
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Separate curvea represent black-body sources and the (preferred) model 

atmosphères of Hummer and Mihalao (1970). 

The luminosity of the IR emission is 3.6x10 h (Harvey, Hoffmann and 

Campbell 1978, scaled to our preferred distance), and this probably represents 

at least half of the total output of 77 Car. E»en if we allow a luminosity of 

7 

10 L , we find a probable minimum temperature of 40,000 X. Such a temperature 

is compatible with values implied by the He II emission seen in IOE spectra by 

Viotti et al. (1981). 

b) Abundance of Helium 

Confident that He is ionized throughout the Homunculu», we may now derive 

an abundance estimate from the other He I lines. Surprisingly, the intensity 

of Xl.083 relative to the other two is slightly below the recombination 

predictions. If indeed the He emission region shares the rms electron density 

3 - 3 3 
of 10 cm , then collisional pumping from J.he 2 s level should raise Xl.083 an 

order of magnitude above this value, (It is already the most intense line in 

3 -3 
our data). We infer that either Ne < 10 cm , in order to suppress 

collisional excitation, or Xl.083 is optically thicX. If the latter pertains, 

then (a* shown by MacAlpina 1976) the intenoitie« of tht Mjor optical lin« 

(XX3009, 5076, 7065) arc alsio modified, and they cannot be used to dorive 

abundances. There will be no significant effect on XXI.197, 1.700. Moreover, 

the abundance can be determined re\ative to Br?/ which is also sensibly immune 

to optical depth effects, whilst uncertainties due to reddening are reduced. 

Prom the data of Brocklehurot (1971, 1972) it is easy to show thatr 

W(He* ) - 0.79 T(1.700) - 1.15 1(1.197) 

N(H ) I(Br>) I(Bry) 
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for a gao of temperature 10 K. 

We derive He abundances of 0.13 for XI.197 and 0.18 for XI.700. Here, 

ao elsewhere, we have assume--' that 20% of the observed Br? intensity is due to 

He I emission (mostly 3D 4" 3P° and V'-'c ). The first of these will be an 

overestimate if the possible contamination from Pe I (sea Table 1) is 

significant. The abundance of He is negligible. We make allowance for the 

higher signal/noise of the longer-wavelength line, and for uncertainties in the 

temperature and reddening, and consider the best estimate to bei 

•N(He)/N(H) « 0.16 t 0.03. 

We now argue that this is an underestimate of the true He abundance, 

on the grounds that, notwithstanding our earlier claim, there jLs_ a significant 

zone where H is ionized and He is neutral. We are forced to this conclusion by 

the emission spectrum of Pe, described more fully below. Confronted with a 

40,000 K radiation field, moot of the Se would be in the Fe state. But 

[Fe IV] lines are very weak or absent (Thackeray 1953, 1962). Rather, the iron 

in mostly seen as Fe and Fe How are we to reconcile this with the He 

ionization structure? 

Given that the He and H zones appear coextensive, we must locate the 

Fe-emitting region in denser condensations scattered throughout the Hotnunculus. 

Density alone will not provide adequate shielding of the Fe. We have shown 

that the radiation field i3 hot enough to ionize He throughout most or all of 

the H* zone. A condensation with an electron density " 10 c» and dimension 

a few io 1 6 cm ("1 arcsec) could possess a neutral coro, but it is unlikely that 

the iron lines could be excited to such intensity in neutral hydrogen, for their 

excitation is certainly largely collisional. Rather, we should look to a 
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mechanism that will lower the temperature of the radiation field entering 

condensation» of tlenoity nearer 10 ' cm . The obviouu mechanism is duot 

absorption. And dust, which is abundant in 77 car and which must have formed 

in the ejected gas, will preferentially inhabit dense clumps. 

The dusty condensations, wherein Pe is singly and doubly ionized, may 

loosely describe a disk, in order to account for the crude bipolar fora of 

7j Car. However, the IR morphology more suggests the presence of a condensation 

on one side of the central star than does it indicate a symmetrical disk. 

Moreover, we require condensations in the outer parts of the Homunculus in 

order that the X2.058/Br7 ratio seen in the center is preserved there. 

Condensations of high density, wherein He is neutral, will contribute 

handsomely to the H emission, and hence lower the apparent He abundance. We 

are not prepared to estiamte by what factor we should correct the value derived 

above. We may not simply use as an upper bound the factor of 1.25 by which 

K2.058 is reduced from its maximum value relative to Bry, for this ratio itself 

depends directly on the abundance. 

Given that the low-density regions are illuminated by a source of 40,000 

K, we must still account for the absence of high-excitation forbidden lines. 

The key factor here is the density in the more tenuous parts of the Homunculus, 

for line intensities scale as the square of the density. If we argue that 
3 -3 

XI.003 originates in a region of density <10 cm , and remember that the rms 
5 - 3 4 

density of the Homunculuo is 10 cm , then we may infer a factor of up to 10 
dilution of species such as [Fe IV). 

Since we aonign Fe «mission to condensations, it would be of considerable 

interest to map the Homunculus in the infrared lines of [Fe II],and indeed in 

the ratio X2.O50/Bry, 
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VTI. IRON LINES 

Above all else, the spectrum of TJ car is dominated by Fe II and [Fe II] 

lines (Thackeray 1953, 1<J*2, 1969), and it will surprise no reader to learn 

that our IR spectrum shows an equal abundance of transitions of this species. 

The term diagram of Fe II is frightfully complex. It is simply not 

possible to maXe reliable predictions of the intensities of all possible lines. 

Many of our identifications are thus tentative; the most uncertain are so 

indicated in Table 1. 

a) Excitation of the Iron Emission 

we have assumed collisional excitation to be dominant, and thus have 

heavily weighted our 3earch towards the lower excitation (primarily forbidden) 

multiplets. That our assumption was justified is supported by the great 
6 4 6 4 

strength of the forbidden multiplets a D-a D and a D-a P, and by the 

preponderance of satisfactory identifications (i.e. 3 or more lines in a 

multiplet) in the lowest portions of the Grotrian diagram. However, we do not 
4 4 see lines from a D-a P, although only two weaX members of this multiplet 

( VX2.072, 2.00CO H* in the »any«! of w.i d.itu. Thftk His «a«:J»ipi:JcH U fiofc 

entirely valid is clearly evidenced by Johansson's (1977) identification of 

high-excitation multiplets of Fe II in the spectrum of 7) Car. A line fom one 

such multiplet, XI.113, is amongst the most intense in our wavelength region 

after H I and He I. Thus, quite high-excitation transitions do need to be 

considered. Some of these may be selected by a fluorescence mechanism (Netzer 
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and Willu 1903; Joh.inuoon 1903). The wealth of potential lines from levels 

50,000-100,000 cm above the ground state io uuch that data at higher 

resolution are needed before secure identifications could '̂ e made. In all, we 

sought line identifications within our wavelength range from 70 multiplets. 

In Pig. 5 we give a partial Grotrian diagram for Fe II, on which we 

identify the lower-lying multiplets that have previously been observed together 

with those that we now report. 

The lines originating from a D allow some deductions to be made about the 

physical conditions in the Fe II zone with the help of the atomic parameters of 

Nussbaumer and storey (1979; improved transition probabilities calculated using 

more terms were provided privately). In order that such analysis be 

meaningful, we must first be satisfied that collisional excitation is the 

dominant population mechanism for a D. 

From our data we can derive the total number of photons emitted in 

radiative transitions out of a D. In the observed lines, corrected for 
-1 -2 reddening, we 3ee 2100 photons a cm . Allowing for unobserved members of 

-1 -2 the multiplets, the figure ri3es to 2300 s um . We have made the reasonable 

assumptions that none of the lines is optically thick, and that collisional 

depopulation can be ignored. 

Multipets 28F - 37F feed a D; their lines lie in the optical. So too do 

t M!i!)lti.onu trow d Pi tili iivUi'J »iljtfrM W»! ôo not tiuv tht'üt!• Ui<fi«tfctJhrtt«lyj and 

surprisingly, we have been unable to locate any optical spectrophotometry of 

sufficient resolution to allow quantitative measures of these numerous lines. 

We have therefore resorted to Thackeray's (1953, 1962) eye estimates of line 

strengths from photographic plates, and have converted them to equivalent width 

using our own uppublinhed digital spectra around 5000 A. Thackeray's data for 
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muttlplvta l'OP - .l/r c m lm M»|>tom>ntud by 25 lineo of hiu inlenoity 10, or 

about 20 A total equivalent width near 5500 A. The dereddened continuum 

magnitude is about 4.0 at V, so the total photon rate cascading into a 4D is 
-1 -2 about 600 s cm We therefore 8ee that collisional excitation from the 

ground state accounts for about three quarters of the population of a D. If 

we have overestimated the reddening» then the importance of collisional 

excitation is increased. 

The level populations can be derived directly from the observed line 

intensities. Table 3 shows the values we deduce. If we ignore the effect of 

recombinations, we find a good fit to the data for electron densities around 
4-5 -3 10 , cm at any credible temperature. This is exactly the range where [Fe II] 

lines are most sensitive to electron density, so that although errors are large 

(in the removal of blends in our data, in the atomic parameters, and in the 

blatant ignorance of recombinations), the density is quite accurately 

determined . We assign to log(Ne) a value 4.6 ± 0.3 in the Fe zone. The good 

agreement with the mean density inferred from H lines implies that much of the 

hydrogen emission arises in the Fe zone. 

b) Abundance of Iron 

From the population of the a D levels we may estimate the total number of 
. + 5 1 

Fe ions. Our model with log(Ne) » 4.6 indicates N(Fe ) • 5.4 x 10 The 

value is very sensitive to the physical conditions, so certainly should not be 

believed «t» pee*** «*«n * raster of two. 

In order to estimate the total Fe abundance we must consider both lower 

and higher ionization states. Jn practice we may ignore Fe I, for few lines 
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the optical [Fe III] is aeen but [Pe IV] is at best marginal (Thackeray 1953, 

1962). 

The computations for [Pe III] of Garstang, Robb and Rountree (1978) 

» 3 3 
include soire IR lines. Four transitions between H and G should be seen in 

* Garstang (private communication) has pointed out that the intensities 

3 3 3 3 3 3 
credited in that paper to a PQ-a P-, a

 B £ _ a H

4

 a n d a B * - a p-» actually refer to 

a H-a H_, a H,-a G, and a H-a G, respectively. 
5 5 6 5 5 4 

the 2.0-2.4 Mm region, all with intensities of a few % that of X4658. Three of 

these lines lie within the region covered by our data, and appear to have been 

detected at about the right intensities when reddening is taken into account, 

though Whitelock et al. (1903) noted that optical lines of [Fe III] had 

•+» - - ,~51 weakened in 1981. From XX2.155,2.245 we derive a population N(Fe ) 4 x 10 

on the assumption that the electron temperature is 10,000 K and the the density 

is as determined in the Fe zone. The value is again a strong function of the 

physical conditions. 

52 + 

We conclude that N(Fe) " 10 atoms. If most of the 3 »» of H lies in 

the Pe* zone, as i8 suggested by the similarity of the electron densities of 

the two species, then the logarithmic Pe abundance is * 6.6. This is an order 

of magnitude lower than the solar value (Allen 1973), a fact which probably 

pronoun«*» a« «uem «H tft« *öc»ujnui«ti**H «ff u«u*efft«in«i*0 •• en tx* oti««ii.t»*i 

state of the g;i3. It is quite possible, however, that Pe ie depleted in the 

gao phare by thfc formation of iron-based dust grain». In this respect it is 

http://ls.it
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relevant to note th-ït Mitchell and Robinson (1978) required the pre»ene« of 

iron graina in their du3t-shell model in order to f i t the IR spectral energy 

distribution. 

VII. OTHER LINES 

We di9cuss the remaining lines seen, or that might be expected but are 

not seen. 

C Ir The multiplet 3p D-3d P° has lines at 1.175 - 1.182 /tand could account 

for some of the features thereabouts in the data. A close triplet at 1.166 ym 

3 3 o 

is expected from 3p S - 3d P ,• this is an alternative identification to [Fe II]. 

C lit There are no indications of C II lines at the positions of strong 

transitions in wc 10 stars. 

N It The identification of XI.247 with N I seems sound; this is the strongest 

doublet in the list of Outred (1978) which lies within our spectral coverage. 

No other identifications are possible. 

O I; Oxygen is kno/n to be very weak in TJ Car, but is represented by X8446 

(Thackeray 1962) pumped via the Bowen fluorescence mechanism. Also partaking 

in this fluorescence is the doublet XI. 129, which we see as a moderate line. 

Na It Doublets are present at XXI. 130, 1.140, 2.206, 2.200; tfitfae «r« 

recombination lines. 

Mg It The transition XI.183 3 Ï-* S could be present, blended with Fe II. 

Hg Hi The doublet XX2.136, 2.144 could also be present, blended with Fe ix. 

Al Is The absence of XX3944, 3961 makes somewhat unlikely th« attribution of 

XXl.311, 1.3X7 to Al I. Similarly, th« attribution of XX2.110, 2.116 must be 
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considered uuopect. 

Si It [Si I] has transitions at 1.607, 1.645 um, with the latter the stronger. 

These transitons could be present, blended with [Fe II] and the Brackett lines. 

P II« The identification of the 1.148 #m line with [P II] seems prohibited by 

the absence of a stronger line at 1.189 um. 

S Ii Thackeray (1969) suspected [SI], but his wavelengths appear to have 

been in error. We do not see [S I]. The structure around 1.655 um could 

conceal the S I transition 3d D -5p P. 

Ca II: There is no indication of the presence of the Ca II doublet 5p P°-5s S 

VXl.184, 1.195. 

Fe I : The strongest Fe I lineB in the region covered by our data credibly 

account for :he weak blends near 1.16 ßm. 

Ni II: Thackeray recorded [Ni II] in the optical; we have moderate evidence for 

XXl.232, 1.725 and 2.081, the strongest lines in the predictions of Nussbaumer 

and Storey (1982). 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

In order to understand our IR spectra of 7f Car we have had to invoke a 

two-component nebula. Wa find that F« II is excited in duoty condensations of 

density " 10 cm . He I emission is spread throughout the Homunculus nebula, 

and the intensity of XI.083 is probably best interpreted to indicate a density 

between the condensations of lo' em or lee*. The intensity of it» singlet 

analogue, X2.058, together with the Ly continuum flux derived from BrV, 

indicates that the illuminating radiation field has a color temperature in 
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excess of 40,000 X. 

+ + The Fe and He zones must be largely exclusive, so in attempting 

an abundance derivation relative to H we must apportion the H appropriately. 

The only guidance we have is the estimated electron densities, which suggest 

that much of the H emission arises in the Fe zone. If this is the case, 

then Ye in the gas phase is significantly depleted relative to solar values. 

Conversely, such an apportionment necessitates acceptance of a helium abundance 

very much greater than solar. Even were He ionized everywhere that H is, we 

would find a He abundance greater than solar. 

We concur with those (particularly Davidson et al. 1982) that T) Car, 

though sited in a region of young stars, is chemi-^lly evolved. 

It is a pleasure to thank John Hillier both for his contributions to 

the development of the instrument and for his valuable comments on a draft 

of this paper. 

ADDE».*DUMi CORRESPONDENCE WITH DAVID THACKERAY 

In one of his last papers, Thackeray (1978) put forward the suggestion 

that the intense IR continuum of 7j Car might originate not in thermal 

radiation from dust, but in blended dielectronic recombinations of Fe II. In 

«TOI ri'iiponilonru liofiuo publierai, ion, on« of nil ( DAA ) remark««! on n draft «f tlmt 

paper that although he could not disprove Thackeray's suggestion, he bet that 

time would prove it wrong. 

Thackeray replied in a letter dated 10 Feb l«5-3 (the italics signify 

Thackeray's underline)» 

"I would be prepared to accept your bet.,,. But the terms of the bet 
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would have to be the same as that between Eddington £ Kr.ox-Shaw, for the same 

reason, i.e. a new harp (see QJRAS, 12, 200); and that presupposes that we 

both pass the pearly gates I" 

By chance, 'his letter was opened and read within one hour of the precise 

time that Thackeray died. 

In demonstrating the existence of a continuum at higher spectral 

resolution, the present paper goes much of the way towards resolving the 

debate. 
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TAU M : 2 

HELIUM LINES IN 7} CAR 

Wavelength Dereddened. I n t e n s i t y Recombination I n t e n s i t y Observed/Expected 

-10 - 1 - 2 
/im (10 erg s cm ) (X4471 - 1) ( X I .700 - 1) 

1.003 

1.197 

1.700 

2.058 

100 

1.5 

3.2 

7.0 

5 

0.048 

0.070 

0.0007 

0.4 

0.7 

1.0 

220 
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TABLE 3 

POPULATIONS OF- a D OF Fe II 

Population Line used weighted mean model, log(Ne)-*6 

(10 ions) <M») 48 (10 ions) (%) <%) 

7/2 69* 8 1.644 

73 9 1.257 

58 12 1.321 68±5 54*5 52 

5/2 261 4 1.534 

74 21 1.677 

30 12 1.295 

50 12 1.328 30*4 24*3 26 

i/i Mi 3 

49 10 

l.bOO 

J .712 18*6 14*5 15 

1/* iei i 

14 4 1.271 11*2 9*2 
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CAPTIONS TO FIGURES. 

Pig. 1 The observed spectrum of 7) Car in the J window. Errors are comparable 

to the width of the line. 

Fig. 2 The observed spectrum of 7j Car in the H window. Errors are comparable 

to the width of the line. 

Fig. 3 The observed spectrum of t) Car in the K window. Errors are about twice 

the width of the line. 

Fig. 4 The luminosity/temperature domain for the central star in y Car. The 

horizontal line i9 the observed far-IR luminosity, and probably is within a 

factor of two of the bolometric luminosity of the central star. The curves 

show lowvr bounds dictated by the nbsvrvwd ll and H« lineu. lier« bb • block 

body, KM * model of Hummer and Mihalas (1970). 

Fig. 5 Partial Crotrian diagram for Fe II. Transitions previously reported in 

optical spectra are shown by solid lines. Broken lines indicate multiplets 

nowly found in our data. 
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